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Indonesia's environment devastated by illegal mining
Metals from smart phones or laptops come from illegal mines in countries like Indonesia, where miners toil in
mud.
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Asia Pacific Indonesia

Metals from smart phones or laptops come from illegal mines in countries like Indonesia, where miners toil in

mud and sand.

The mining has a devastating effect on the country's environment and people.

In a dangerous job like this, an average of 70 to 100 miners die every year.

They are sometimes buried for days before bodies are recovered, and if there is a landslide, at least four to

five people can die.

Mining on the island is considered a well-paid job, so they are willing to take that chance.

Al Jazeera's Stefanie Dekker reports from Bangka Island.
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'We scoured for days without sleeping, just clothes on our backs'
The Philippines’ Typhoon Haiyan was the strongest storm ever to make landfall. Five years on, we revisit this
story.
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How Moscow lost Riyadh in 1938
Russian-Saudi relations could be very different today, if Stalin hadn't killed the Soviet ambassador to Saudi
Arabia.
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